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The shaving and hair removal market continues to struggle
due to a highly saturated landscape as well as consumers
taking a value-driven mindset to shopping the category.
Mintel forecasts that sales will remain flat over the next
five years, as market competition remains.
- Rebecca Cullen, Home & Personal Care Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:
•
•

Consumers opt for lower-priced options, aging population presents challenges
Consumers price driven, limited brand loyalty

Performance in the shaving and hair removal market has been lackluster due to a saturated landscape,
increasing competition from subscription services and online retailers, and a value-driven mindset
among adults. Interest in skin-added benefits can present opportunities for brands to better reach
consumers and offset category frustrations, while smart features that improve razor performance may
encourage increased consumer spend.
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Adults spend personal care budget elsewhere
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Price and convenience drive product usage
Razor usage
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Category Frustrations
Skin discomfort at the root of most category frustrations
Figure 25: Category frustrations, January 2017
Women, young adults express dissatisfaction with shaving experience
Figure 26: Select category frustrations, by gender and by age, January 2017
Focus on in-grown hairs to reach Hispanic, Black adults
Figure 27: In-grown hair frustrations, by race and Hispanic origin, January 2017

Men’s Attitudes toward Shaving and Facial Hair
Men embrace facial hair
Figure 28: Men’s attitudes toward shaving and hair removal, January 2017
Facial hair more prevalent among younger men
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Black men shave when necessary, find skin benefits to shaving
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Adults open to different products, some find benefits to online
Figure 31: Shopping and purchase attitudes, January 2017
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Adults 18-44, Hispanics conduct research, turn to online and services
Figure 34: Select shopping and purchase attitudes, by age and by Hispanic origin, January 2017
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Ingredient claims, customization could reach multicultural adults
Figure 39: Trial and interest in select shaving and hair removal innovations - any trial or interest (net), by race and Hispanic origin,
January 2017
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